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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP1013815A2] The appts. (V) to singe synthetic twisted carpet yarns (1), pref. as a band of yarns, has a heated stretch (18) where the
yarns pass through before and/or after the singeing flame (7), independently of the burner (5). The temp. of the heated stretch is set to affect the
macro mol. structure of the plastics yarn material. The heated stretch (18) uses the energy of the singeing flame (7) for the heating action, with
a plate heating body (19) along the line of the yarn (1) path. The heated stretch has pref. two heating bodies (19), with a gap (20) between them
for the yarn path where the yarns (1) pass through without contact with the heated bodies (19). The heated bodies (19) are of a ceramic material,
and their position can be adjusted in relation to the yarn path along or across the line of yarn movement. The singeing flame (7) strikes the heating
bodies (19) at their surfaces towards the moving yarns (1). A burner (5) is on both sides of the yarn path. The heating action on the yarns (1) can
be varied by setting the length of the heating bodies (19) and the yarn movement speed. The yarns (1) pass through the same heating stretch (18)
twice or more times. The yarns (1) pass through the heating stretch (18) towards (y) the burner (5) and also on the return path (z) from the burner
(5). The forwards and returning yarns (1) are offset from each other on the yarn band plane within the heating stretch (18). The burner (5) has a
ramp block (26) forming a singeing slit (27). In operation of the burner (5), the surface (29) towards the yarns (1) forms an included acute angle
with the singeing slit (27). The ramp block (26) has a section (28) with a triangular base contour across the plane of the band of yarns. A suction
chamber (25) with an extraction fan is in front of the heated stretch (18), in the yarn forward feed direction (y). The air movement generated by the
extraction fan draws the singeing flame (7) into the heated stretch (18) zone. Diverging base walls (30) with air entry slits (32) are between the
suction chamber (25) and the heated stretch (18), tapering into the heated stretch (18). A deflection guide roller (15) is after the burner (5), in the
direction of yarn forward movement (y), to assist in bringing the yarns into position. The deflection roller (15) is at the free end of a vertical lifter to
be lowered from a feed and take-off movement direction point to a singe/heat setting position. The inwards and outwards movement point is set by
upper guide rollers (13,14). A displacement comb is after the deflection roller (15), and the deflection roller (15) is fitted with yarn guide grooves. The
deflection roller (15) can be composed of a number of separate rollers, each moved by its own lifter. A dedicated drive acts on at least part of the
yarn guide roller system (13,14,16) and the deflection roller (15). An Independent claim is included for a yarn singeing process where the yarns (1)
pass through the singeing flame (7) and the heated stretch (18) at a speed of 500-1500 m/min. Preferred Features: The singeing flame is at a temp.
of 1200 degrees C and the heated stretch has a temp. of 400-500 degrees C.
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